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Abstract 
Restorative proctocolectomy is recognized as the standard procedure for colitic cancer 
in patients with ulcerative colitis (UC). However, whether this represents the optimal 
procedure for UC patients with sporadic cancer remains questionable, as functional quality 
of life differs substantially between patients with proctocolectomy and partial resection. 
This study considered possible problems associated with sporadic cancer in UC. Case 1 is 
a 55-year-old man with a 3-year history of UC who was treated with endoscopic resection 
for sporadic adenocarcinoma in the rectum. Low anterior resection was subsequently 
performed due to deep invasion. The final diagnosis was pT3. Differentiating between 
histopathological diagnoses of sporadic and colitic cancer was difficult. Case 2 is a 
71-year-old woman with a 6-year history of UC who was diagnosed with type 1 sporadic 
sigmoid colon cancer. Dementia and umbilical hernia were present as complications. Total 
colectomy was performed in consideration of the coexisting complications. Although partial 
resection for sporadic cancer could be favorable in mild colitis, further immunosuppressive 
treatments have the potential to elevate the risk of recurrence for advanced cancer. 
Restorative proctocolectomy may be safer to avoid further recurrent colitis and cancer 
except in elderly patients or those with other complications. 
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Introduction 

The risk of developing colorectal cancer (CRC) is known to be significantly increased 
in patients with ulcerative colitis (UC). Surveillance colonoscopy has been implemented 
to identify colitis-associated neoplasms, including dysplasia-associated lesion or mass 
(DALM) and colitis-associated CRC. 

The overall prevalence of CRC in patients with UC has been estimated as 3.7% in 
a meta-analysis [1]. Duration of chronic UC >10 years and pancolitis are known to 
represent risk factors for UC-associated CRC (UC-CRC) [2]. On the other hand, 
sporadic adenoma and adenocarcinoma can arise coincidentally in patients with UC. 
Furthermore, distinguishing between DALM and sporadic adenoma-like mass (ALM) is 
crucial, as prophylactic restorative proctocolectomy is usually recommended for DALM, 
while polypectomy may suffice for ALM. Even in sporadic adenocarcinoma, partial 
resection may be adequate compared with restorative proctocolectomy in view of anal 
function and quality of life. We report herein two considerable cases of sporadic 
adenocarcinoma in patients with chronic UC and consider the associated problems. 

Case Reports 

Case 1 
A 55-year-old man with a 3-year history of UC was referred to our hospital. He had been examined 

by colonoscopy every year at the previous outpatient clinic. A diagnosis of UC was made on the basis 
of initial colonoscopic findings and confirmed by the typical histological features seen in biopsy 
samples. The patient had left-side colitis and had been treated using aminosalicylate and 
azathiopurine for refractory disease without corticosteroid administration. After 3 years of 
asymptomatic UC, a lateral-spreading tumor with a diameter of about 10 mm in Ra section was 
detected in the upper rectum (fig. 1). A biopsy specimen had been highly suspicious of 
well-differentiated tubular adenocarcinoma and endoscopic mucosal resection (EMR) was performed. 
Histopathological findings after EMR revealed positive results for malignant cells at the vertical 
margin and invasion into the deeper submucosal layer (fig. 2). Rectal mucosa around the tumor 
revealed mild inflammatory cell infiltration, crypt abscess and crypt distortion which was compatible 
with UC. Sporadic rectal cancer was suspected by endoscopic and histopathological findings and 
diagnosed with post-EMR staging of T2, N0, stage 1. Low anterior resection (LAR) was therefore 
performed. The resected specimen showed invasion to the subserosal layer with positive p53 
immunohistostaining and metastasis into lymph nodes classified as pT3 and pN1, stage 3B (fig. 3). 
Adjuvant chemotherapy was required and performed postoperatively. Although colitis worsened 
within 1 year after surgery and was diagnosed as mild colitis, the patient was managed favorably 
using only aminosalicylate. 

Case 2 
A 71-year-old woman with a 6-year history of UC was admitted to our hospital complaining of 

melena. Although she was diagnosed with left-side UC based on endoscopic and histopathological 
findings on presentation, recovery was seen with treatment comprising only oral aminosalicylate 
without refractory disease. Type 1 tumor surrounded by non-inflamed mucosa was seen in the 
sigmoid colon on colonoscopy and diagnosed as well-differentiated adenocarcinoma from biopsy 
specimens (fig. 4). The patient showed mild dementia due to an old brain infarction and a fist-sized 
umbilical hernia with prolapsed transverse colon. She was diagnosed with sporadic sigmoid colon 
cancer and total colectomy and ileorectal anastomosis were performed in consideration of the 
concomitant complications. The resected specimens showed well-differentiated adenocarcinoma 
within the mucosal layer, representing pTis tumor without lymph node metastasis (stage 0). Mild 
inflammatory cell infiltration and mild crypt distortion compatible with UC were seen in the left-sided 
colon and diagnosed as sporadic cancer against a background of mild colitis. 
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Discussion 

The pathological differences between DALM and ALM are considered to complicate 
the acquisition of a proper diagnosis, particularly when based on biopsy specimens [3]. 
EMR or endoscopic submucosal resection are considered to be good for achieving an 
accurate diagnosis, particularly in patients with early-stage cancer including also 
dysplasia, because these lesions are mainly differentiated by combined analysis of 
histological growth pattern and gross appearance [4]. Safety and efficacy of endoscopic 
resection have also been evaluated in previous reports [5–7]. From the perspective of 
clinical considerations, accurate pathological diagnosis is very important for 
distinguishing between different pathological entities, given the different therapeutic 
consequences such as endoscopic polypectomy for ALM and potential proctocolectomy 
for DALM. Similar considerations are also involved in discriminating between sporadic 
adenocarcinoma and UC-CRC. In patients with mild colitis similar to case 1 in this study, 
partial resection (but not total proctocolectomy) can be considered if an accurate 
diagnosis of sporadic cancer is required. EMR or endoscopic submucosal resection 
may be suitable for such cases, even in lesions with suspected deep invasion to the 
submucosal layer. However, anal function and quality of life differ substantially 
between total proctocolectomy with ileal pouch anal anastomosis (IPAA) and LAR. A 
key point is that further proctocolectomy and IPAA would be difficult after partial 
resection, particularly after LAR. Proctocolectomy with IPAA may be suitable for 
sporadic cancers in the lower rectum. In patients with UC, irrespective of the degree of 
colitis, LAR should not be selected for sporadic cancer in the lower rectum except in 
older patients, based on considerations of quality of life and risk of further colitis. 

On the other hand, among patients with moderate or worse inflammation of colitis 
that requires aggressive medical treatment, total proctocolectomy with IPAA should be 
performed even in patients with sporadic cancer, for two main reasons.  

First, further IPAA may not be able to be performed after partial resection due to 
lymphadenectomy or adhesions at the surgical site. If ileocecal resection or right 
hemicolectomy with lymphadenectomy is performed for advanced sporadic cancer of 
the right colon, excision of the marginal arcade of the ileocolic artery that supplies the 
ileal pouch could preclude IPAA, particularly in hand-sewn IPAA with mucosectomy, 
because the ileal pouch cannot reach the site of anastomosis. The surgical procedure in 
the pelvic space after surgery for rectal cancer could influence the possibility of IPAA 
due to adhesions from the initial surgery. However, left hemicolectomy represents an 
exception to this limitation, because the procedure is not associated with IPAA, as in 
case 2 from this study.  

Second, administration of immunomodulators or biologics for recurrent or 
refractory colitis may be restricted in patients with advanced cancer after partial 
resection. Previous studies and guidelines have demonstrated that the risk of new 
cancer development is not increased with the administration of immunomodulators 
or biologics [8, 9]. However, infliximab reportedly represents a potential risk for 
developing previously existing cancer in rheumatoid patients, thiopurine could be a 
high risk for various previously existing cancer development in transplant patients, and 
calcineurin inhibitor also could increase the recurrence rate in patients after liver 
transplantation for hepatocellular carcinoma [10–12]. Although no links in patients 
with inflammatory bowel disease have yet been confirmed, avoiding administration of 
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these agents in patients with advanced cancer requiring adjuvant chemotherapy 
appears prudent. 

In elderly patients with poor anal function, surgical procedures should obviously be 
considered based on overall considerations including prognosis of the cancer, degree of 
inflammation with colitis and potential requirements for future treatment. 

In case 1, although the initial diagnosis before and shortly after EMR was massive 
invasion to the submucosal layer, the final histopathological diagnosis was invasion to 
the subserosal layer. This discrepancy may be due to the easy invasive behavior of 
cancer cells in UC. Although UC-CRC shows poor prognosis compared to sporadic CRC, 
histopathological studies have suggested similarities between these cancers [13]. 
However, UC-CRC tends to show poorer differentiation when invading to submucosal 
or deeper layers, even if the cancer is well-differentiated in the lamia propria [14]. In a 
previous study, although the degree of differentiations was similar in both sporadic 
CRC and UC-CRC, prognosis was poorer in UC-CRC than in sporadic CRC [13]. The 
earlier invasive characteristics of UC-CRC may be associated not only with the 
characteristic dysplasia-carcinoma sequence, but also with invasive behavior against an 
inflamed background of the mucosal and submucosal layers as a feature of colitis, even 
in sporadic lesions [4, 15]. Even with sporadic CRC in patients with UC, a tendency 
toward deeper invasion may be a feature. 

Conclusion 

In view of the risk of recurrent colitis and cancer, partial resection might be less 
advantageous than proctocolectomy. Proctocolectomy with IPAA may be safe for 
advanced CRC regardless of the origin as colitic or sporadic cancer, because of the 
difficulty of differentiation, ready invasive behavior against an inflamed background 
and worsened potential for further progressive colitis in younger patients. Decisions on 
surgical procedures should be made based on full consideration of background factors 
including age, degree of colitis and cancer prognosis. 
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Fig. 1. Endoscopic findings for case 1. Colonoscopic study revealed rectal cancer. A lateral-spreading 
tumor with clear borders, slightly central depression and a diameter of about 10 mm was apparent 
in the upper rectum on colonoscopy (←). The colonic mucosa around the tumor showed mildly 
inflamed erosion without disappearance of vascular network patterns compatible with mild UC (↓). 

 
 

 

Fig. 2. Histopathological findings for endoscopic resection. Histopathological examination for the 
endoscopically resected specimen with hematoxylin and eosin staining (×20) revealed malignant 
cells which were apparent in the vertical margins with invasion into the deeper submucosal layer.  
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Fig. 3. Histopathological findings for the resected specimen. a Histopathological findings for the 
resected specimen with hematoxylin and eosin staining (×40) after LAR revealed deep invasion 
to the subserosal layer (↑). b Positive immunohistostaining with anti-p53 antibody (×40) was 
recognized in the whole part of invasive tumor (arrowhead) with negative staining in crypts around 
the tumor (↓). 
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Fig. 4. Endoscopic findings for case 2. Type 1 tumor (arrowhead) with mild erosion and 
inconspicuous inflammation in the surrounding mucosa was revealed at the sigmoid colon 
on colonoscopy. 
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